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The University of Canterbury's  'Hercules'spectrograph and 1m Telescope at Mt John Observatory
have been applied to a programme of observations of close binary stars, including recent photometry.

An interesting aspect concerns bright young stars of high mass, formed in OB Associations.   
These stellar associations are linked to large scale processes, reflecting conditions in the Galactic Disk.  

The more we know about such stars, the clearer becomes our understanding of galactic processes.   
During the data analyses a number of interesting situations have come to light, for example,

the multiplicity of young stars and their pulsational behaviour.   A few case studies will be reviewed.
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Algol  the 'demon  star'

In an 'interactive binary'
one star is shedding
matter to the other in a
process called Roche
Lobe Overflow  (RLOF)

Timing light minima in
such binaries may
throw light on RLOF
physics

Two main RLOF cases
A and B



V Pup is a Case A  type Algol:  

RLOF starts when the loser is still on Main Sequence.
Mass-loser is now the less massive component



Courtesy of Mark Blackford



TESS photometry



Results of HIPPARCOS light curve modelling

Slight change of phasing
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TESS (IR)



Residuals with
all data binned

Residuals with
individual LCs

Residuals with
individual LCs

Resisuals with
all data binned

This system

contains a b Cep

variable !!



The 'instability strip' for hot young stars

V Pup (primary)



Determining the age from the size (at given mass)



V410 Pup: Close bright companion(s) reduce range of variation

5%
MB's data



4 main stars of the system are Aa,Ab; B and C

Challenge: separate their contributions









QZh

Keyhole nebula and h Carina region
~3 degree field



Two components 
clearly visible at 
multiple epochs

The rotational broadening of
this line should be ~90 km/sec

*if* the photometric model
is right.



The QZ Car double binary system model

Gives strong lines

Gives ok lines



Stan & Brian’s Light Curve
Auckland Observatory, 1972

From Leung et al., ApJ v231, p742, 1979



Note: observed eclipses are wider than conventional models



Period ~40 y – shorter than first expected  → more massive system

QZ Car: the wide orbit
Harmanec et al., 2021





Spectral signature of QZ Car Bb located!





Eclipse of z Aur:  data compiled by Kopal, 1946

(similar to V 777 Sgr)



l(f) = L1 + L2 exp{-t(d)} , where

t =  sqrt(d / R) exp{ -2(d – R)/H}

d is given for each orbital phase , the aim of the modelling is to

find the parameters: L1 , L2 , R and H.

Atmospheric eclipses





Summary

The ‘eclipse method’ means using light curves and spectrograms together.

Light curves give you relative proportions of stars, but spectrograms give you speeds in
Km / sec.    By combining these you get masses, sizes and energy outputs of stars.  

Also their distances.     Even their ages – using evolution models.

Our programme is aimed at such absolute data on stars.  
A longer term purpose is to relate stellar properties to their Galactic environment.

New points

Increasing accuracy of astrometric data implies greater role (eg V410 Pup)

Higher photometric accuracy is refining parameters and shows additional
new (vibrational) effects (e.g. PU Pup, V Pup)

Better processing tools may allow additional evidence (e.g. QZ Car)

Long-term (accurate) survelillance required for giant systems (V777 Sgr)



~50 year O-C curve of QZ Car


